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Abstract Most schemes in mobile social networks

(MSNs) assume that nodes simply forward messages

without considering selfishness. We therefore first devise

social preference-based selfishness for MSNs by which

nodes decide to drop or keep (forward) and replace mes-

sages to save buffer space according to the message pref-

erence and the communities of nodes. We then propose a

novel cooperative forwarding scheme for social prefer-

ence-based selfishness in MSNs, the social preference-

aware forwarding scheme (SPF) incorporates the proposed

message forwarding scheme and a buffer replacement

policy for the message preference. It takes advantage of

social information with the home-cell community-based

mobility model. Considering the contact probability and

buffer replacement policy for the message preferences,

SPF, therefore, efficiently delivers messages to the desti-

nation by reflecting the degree of selfishness to which

nodes cooperatively manage their buffer spaces and how

frequently and how recently they meet. Consequently, all

nodes can cooperatively drop or keep (forward) and replace

the messages in the buffer spaces for the message

preferences in SPF. SPF outperforms Epidemic, PRoPHET,

and SimBet in terms of delivery ratio, network traffic,

buffer space, hop count, and replacement frequency.

Keywords Social selfishness � Forwarding � Routing �
Mobile social network (MSN) � Cooperative

1 Introduction

For Internet of Things [1, 2], various research has been

studied in sensors and wireless communications such as

wireless sensor networks [3–6], wireless mesh networks [7,

8], soft-defined wireless networks [9], cognitive radio

networks [10, 11], green communications [12, 13], com-

posite radio environments [14], online social networks

[15], mobile ad-hoc social networks [16] and (opportunis-

tic) mobile social networks [17]. Among them, mobile

social networks (MSNs)—also known as opportunistic

networks [17] or pocket switched networks [18] —have

quickly emerged and have attracted significant attention for

use in wireless communication paradigms. MSNs are net-

works developed from mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)

[19] and delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) [20] with social

properties of human behavior [21, 22]. Like DTNs, MSNs

likewise suffer from intermittent connectivity and frequent

disconnections in sparse environments due to their short

transmission range and node mobility [23].

Just as people can be selfish, nodes may selfishly

behave; they may refuse to forward some messages and

may use their limited resources for their own benefit

because of resource constraints, such as battery and storage

limitations. The nodes would like to obtain benefits from

other nodes; however, their own resources may not be

available to help others [24]. Therefore, we address the
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problem of selfishness in the perspective of forwarding in

MSNs. So far minimal research on selfishness for contact

nodes has been introduced and no research has considered

selfishness for how much the nodes favor the messages for

MSNs to the best of our knowledge. Hence, we adopt and

modify the ‘‘degree of selfishness’’ (i.e., the message

preference) from handling selfishness in replica allocation

[24]. In this environment, a node may decide to drop or

keep (for forwarding) and replace some messages accord-

ing to both the message preferences and the communities

of the nodes. We concentrate on when and how a node

drops, forwards a message, and replaces a message.

In addition, it is very essential for nodes to cooperate

with each other in such a selfish environment under which

nodes have limited resources. Thus, we focus on which

nodes cooperate as relay nodes to forward messages and

how efficiently they manage their buffer spaces. To this

end, we propose a novel cooperative forwarding scheme

for social preference-based selfishness, the social prefer-

ence-aware forwarding scheme (SPF) that incorporates the

proposed message forwarding scheme and buffer replace-

ment policy.

For message forwarding, SPF leverages the contact

probability with respect to the destination node for the

message preference; it is computed with the refined degree

centrality [25], inter-contact time [17], and available buffer

space. For the buffer replacement policy in SPF, when the

buffer space of a node is full, it replaces the oldest message

among the lowest preference messages with a new one.

We conduct extensive simulations for experiments with

the NS-2 network simulator and compare Epidemic [26],

PRoPHET [39], and SimBet [34] in terms of delivery ratio,

traffic, transmission delay, hop count, and replacement

frequency. The experimental results show that SPF out-

performs these schemes for most cases.

The main contributions of this paper are outlined below.

1. We devise novel social preference-based selfishness in

MSNs. A node may decide to drop or keep messages

and replace some messages according to its message

preferences to maintain its buffer space more

efficiently.

2. We propose a novel cooperative forwarding scheme

that incorporates the proposed message forwarding

scheme and the buffer replacement policy. In partic-

ular, it takes advantage of the contact probability by

considering the refined degree centrality, inter-contact

time, and available buffer space.

3. We enables SPF to take advantage of snooping for

selfishness detection. Each node can estimate the relay

nodes’ message preference by snooping messages.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Sect. 2, we discuss related work. After introducing the

system model and assumptions in Sect. 3, we describe the

social preference-based selfishness in Sect. 4 and the pro-

posed scheme in Sect. 5. The performance evaluation is

presented in Sect. 6. Finally, our conclusions and future

work are presented in Sect. 7.

2 Related work

Existing routing schemes for MANETs [19] include

dynamic source routing, ad hoc on-demand distance vector,

split multipath routing, shortest multipath source, and

AntHocNet. However, none of these schemes can be

applicable to MSNs regardless of their improved perfor-

mances because no stable paths may exist between the

source and destination nodes in MSNs.

The opportunistic routing schemes for MSNs can be

classified into two categories: zero-knowledge schemes and

non-zero-knowledge schemes. Zero-knowledge schemes

do not exploit social information, whereas non-zero-

knowledge schemes, which are used in MSNs, take

advantage of information about nodes’ behaviors or social

relations to make decisions for forwarding messages. Zero-

knowledge schemes include Epidemic [26], Spray and

Wait [27], Homing Spread [28], backpressure with adap-

tive redundancy (BWAR) [29], backpressure-based routing

[30], CodePipe [31], spatial reusability-aware single-path

routing (SASR) and anypath routing (SAAR) [32], and the

hotspot-based forwarding scheme (HFS) [33].

Various non-zero-knowledge schemes have been pro-

posed for MSNs [34–43]. These approaches can be further

classified into three schemes: centrality/similarity-based,

social context-based, and probability-based. Centrality/

similarity-based schemes include SimBet [34], Bubble Rap

[35], and social-aware networking (SANE) [36]. Social

context-based schemes include Label [37] and HiBop [38].

Finally, Probability-based schemes include PRoPHET [39],

PeopleRank [40], MobySpace [41], and delegation for-

warding [42].

Several issues on resource constraints for forwarding

have been studied for wireless communications; quality of

service (QoS) [43–47], scheduling [48], trust management

[1], and so on. Among them, several approaches to

selfishness have been proposed [49–54] for MSNs. The

socially selfish-aware routing (SSAR) scheme [49] pro-

vides two types of selfishness: individual and social. Nodes

are willing to forward messages to other nodes with strong

ties. Meanwhile, other nodes do not forward messages to

others with weak ties. The former and latter ones are social

selfishness and individual selfishness, respectively.

Give2Get [50] considers a modified Epidemic scheme and

employs a forwarding scheme using Nash equilibrium to

control the number of replicas. Manam et al. [51] set
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selfishness according to two types of node communication

ranges (i.e., large and small ones). Li et al. [52] evaluated

Epidemic in social selfishness environments [49]. For

sparse sensor nets (i.e., wireless sensor networks), Yang

et al. [53] proposed rational selfishness, which means that a

phone owner is willing to relay sensor data as long as he or

she can benefit from it. This conceptually differs from

social selfishness. Finally, Hui et al. [54] conducted

research on the impact of altruistic behavior on commu-

nication throughput in MSNs. The concept of ‘‘altruism’’ is

similar to that of ‘‘willingness’’ [49], whereby a node for-

wards messages for other nodes. However, unlike ‘‘will-

ingness,’’ ‘‘altruism’’ is used in an absolute sense and

denotes the probability that a node will forward a received

message. In addition, their focus is on the impact of

altruism on opportunistic communication.

In MANETs, and even in DTNs and MSNs, individual

selfishness has been widely studied [49]. The solutions

have been classified into three categories: credit-based,

reputation-based, and gaming-based approaches. The main

idea is to stimulate users to forward messages for others.

However, because these schemes do not consider ‘‘social

information,’’ they cannot be directly applied to MSN

forwarding for selfishness.

3 System model and assumptions

We model MSNs as social contact graph G =\V, E[ ,

where vertex set V and edge set E consist of all nodes and

all links between the nodes, respectively. Whenever the

nodes meet, they update information, including their social

contact graphs. Weight w of an edge indicates the number

of contact counts; that is, how many times two encountered

nodes are connected. In order to calculate the contact

probability for forwarding, we refine the degree centrality

[25]. Figure 1 shows an example of a social contact graph

that consists of N1, N2, N3, N4, and N5. Basically, the

degree centralities of N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, and N7 are 4,

2, 2, 1, 2, 2, and 1, respectively. Here, however, these are

16, 9, 13, 2, 4, 7, and 5 because each node considers the

contact counts (i.e., edge weights) of the encountered

nodes. Afterwards, we use the refined degree centrality and

inter-contact time to calculate the contact probability for

forwarding. We explain this in more detail in Sect. 5.

Each node in our MSN has a unique identifier. The

nodes are denoted by N = {N1, N2, N3,…, Nm}, where m is

the number of nodes in the network. The set of encountered

nodes of node Ni is denoted by Si. For simplicity, because

nodes have limited bandwidth, power, and computational

capability, we do not consider these resources. Instead, we

assume that each node has limited buffer space for mes-

sages from other nodes. Again for simplicity, all messages

are assumed to be the same size. In addition, a specified

message lifetime (i.e., time to live, or TTL) is limited to

four because it is sufficient for delivering the message to

the destination. After a lifetime expires, a message should

be dropped and cannot be available.

We exploit the Home-cell Community-based Mobility

Model (HCMM) [55] for the devised MSN environments as

the nodemobilitymodel in this paper because it is a generally

used model for the spatial and temporal properties of human

mobility in social information. Each node belongs to a

community. The community in which a node is initially

located is called the node’s home community. Each node

frequently visits its home community and infrequently visits

other communities. We assume that each node knows whe-

ther other nodes belong to its home community. Nodes know

minimal global information except for node identifiers. In

addition, each node Ni has a community ID Hi [37], which

denotes its home community index in which the number of

communities is four. Because we assume that each node has

positioning system equipment to determine its speed and

location, it is aware of its own speed and current location.

Each node can periodically measure its location.

4 Social preference-based selfishness

In the real world, people may receive messages that they

like or dislike. They decide to behave according to whom

the messages are from and how much they favor the ones.

Fig. 1 Social contact graph
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Similarly, nodes may be willing to forward or receive

messages based on who generates them (i.e., whether the

source node belongs to the same community as the node)

and if they ‘‘like’’ messages, or they may not forward or

receive the messages they ‘‘dislike.’’ In order to appropri-

ately handle the forwarding process and buffer policy, the

modified degree of selfishness with nodes communities is

classified into six degrees: ‘‘same community/like,’’ ‘‘same

community/partially like,’’ ‘‘same community/dislike,’’

‘‘different community/like,’’ ‘‘different community/par-

tially like,’’ and ‘‘different community/dislike.’’ Note that

‘‘same community’’ and ‘‘different community’’ indicate

the relationship of the source node and the current node

receiving the message. We call this ‘‘social preference-

based selfishness’’ and assume nodes behave according to

the above social preference-based selfishness. As a result,

the nodes appropriately decide to drop or keep (forward)

and replace messages to save their buffer space according

to the message preferences and the communities of nodes

in the devised environments. Table 1 shows a node’s for-

warding behavior for social preference-based selfishness.

When the node receives the ‘‘like’’ or ‘‘partially like’’

message, and the source node generating the message

belongs to the same community, the received node keeps it.

Otherwise, the node drops the ‘‘dislike’’ message as soon as

it is received. On the other hand, the node retains only the

‘‘like message’’ when the source node belongs to a dif-

ferent community. Moreover, when the buffer is full, the

node replaces the ‘‘partially like’’ message first; it then

replaces the ‘‘like’’ message when the node no longer has

the ‘‘partially like’’ message in its buffer.

For simplicity, we assume that all messages are classified

into five subjects to take advantage of the message prefer-

ences. Each message must be forwarded to the destination

node. Because each message has its own destination node

ID, each node generates the message belonging to the

subject with its ‘‘first preference’’. In other words, the

destination node ID in each message belongs to the subject

with its first preference, but the source and destination

nodes do not belong to the same subject. Additionally, each

node is assumed to know which messages belong to the

subject with its first preference. All messages are selected

uniformly at random as the hierarchical preferences among

the following subjects with the uniform distributions.

Subject =

Computer, Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Architecturef g

For example, when there are 40 nodes in the network, there

are 8 messages of the same subject. When a node selects a

subject as its first preference, it means the node ‘‘likes’’

messages belonging to the selected subject, and the node

generates such messages. When the buffer is full, the node

does not replace the message with its first preference

except for when only messages with its first preference are

in the buffer. When the node selects the next two subjects

as its second and third preferences, meaning that the node

‘‘partially likes’’ messages belonging to subjects with its

second and third preferences, it forwards the messages.

However, when the buffer is full, the node replaces the

message with its third preference first. Finally, when the

node chooses the last two subjects as its fourth and fifth

preferences, it means that the node ‘‘dislikes’’ messages

belonging to the subjects with its fourth and fifth prefer-

ences; when the node receives the messages, it immedi-

ately replaces them. We assume that each node knows

which message belongs to its first preference. We make an

example of node Ni’s selfish behavior in Fig. 2 when we

assume Ni belongs to the same community as the source

node.

Ni selects Computer, Biology, Physics, Chemistry, and

Architecture as first, second, third, fourth, and fifth prefer-

ences, respectively. Because Computer is Ni’s first prefer-

ence, Ni generates and retains a message belonging to the

Computer subject. When Ni’s buffer is full, it does not

replace the message except when it receives a message with

the same preference of one. Additionally, Biology and

Physics are selected as second and third preferences,

respectively. When Ni receives the message from the source

node belonging to the same community as Ni, Ni keeps the

message.Ni replaces themessage belonging to the ‘‘Physics’’

subject with the new one first whenNi’s buffer is full because

the preference of Biology is higher than that of Physics. On

the other hand, whenNi receives themessage from the source

Table 1 Node forwarding behavior for social preference-based

selfishness

Source node’s community Preferences Retaining

Same Like O

Same Partially like O

Same Dislike X

Different Like O

Different Partially like X

Different Dislike X Fig. 2 Example of Ni’s selfish behavior for social preference-based

selfishness
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node belonging to the same community that Ni does not

generate,Ni drops the message. Finally,Ni selects Chemistry

and Architecture as tis fourth and fifth preference, respec-

tively, and it immediately receives and drops messages

relating to the Chemistry and the Architecture subjects.

5 Proposed scheme

In this section, we detail the proposed scheme, social

selfishness detection, the forwarding value consisting of the

contact probability and buffer weight value, the buffer

policy, and the information exchange protocol of the pro-

posed scheme, SPF.

5.1 Overview

SPF obeys the rules of typical message forwarding; each

node forwards a message with respect to the destination

node via relay nodes. In MSNs, nodes do not maintain a

routing table for forwarding messages because there may be

no stable path between the source and destination nodes.

Thus, it is important to find proper relay nodes for suc-

cessful delivery of the message within a reasonable delay.

Especially, because nodes first receive then drop messages,

they ‘‘dislike’’ messages in our devised selfish environ-

ments, which causes low traffic efficiency for forwarding.

Thus, the key challenge is to appropriately detect nodes’

selfishness and select relay nodes to forward the messages.

To solve this problem, the proposed scheme detects nodes’

selfishness by snooping and it uses the forwarding value

consisting of contact probability by considering the refined

degree centrality, inter-contact time, and buffer weight

value to select relay nodes. Because nodes initially lack

global information, they obtain their forwarding informa-

tion about those metrics by exchanging an information

vector during the forwarding process as much as possible.

This means that the performance is weak at the beginning

but improves as time passes because the nodes continuously

obtain the global information by updating the information.

The message forwarding ends when the message is

delivered to the destination node. In the following sections,

we define the forwarding values, including the contact

probability and buffer weight value, as well as social

selfishness detection and the buffer replacement policy.

Table 2 outlines notations for understanding SPF. We

detail the notations in the next sections.

5.2 Contact probability

Contact probability is a significant factor in forwarding a

message to the destination. A node with a high contact

probability with respect to the destination is likely to for-

ward a message to the destination. Basically, because

nodes drop or keep and replace the message according to

the defined social preference-based selfishness, which

affects performance, SPF uses the new contact probability

for forwarding the messages. The contact probability

considers the refined degree centrality and inter-contact

time; these reflect how frequently and recently the nodes

meet one another. We incorporate these metrics using the

following equation.

Pði; jÞ ¼ 1

Iði; jÞ �
cði; jÞ
zi

; ð1Þ

where P(i, j) indicates the contact probability of Ni and Nj,

I(i, j) is the inter-contact time between Ni and Nj, Zi shows

the refined degree of Ni, and C(i, j) represents the contact

counts of Ni- and Nj. Note that Zi =
P

j=1
k C(i, j), where

j and k are the number of encountered nodes and the

number of edges of Ni, respectively. In other words, the

refined degree Zi is the total number of contact counts, and

C(i, j) is the weight value of encountered node Nj. How-

ever, because a specific node can initially obtain a higher

value, the contact probability considers inter-contact time

I(i, j) to compensate for how recently they met. As men-

tioned, during the process, each node individually builds

the social graph and updates the contact probability.

In Eq. (1), the slower inter-contact time and higher

contact count of Ni and Nj have the highest contact prob-

ability that two nodes can have. Even though Eq. (1)

compensates for how recently they met, if a long time has

passed since Ni and Nj encountered each other, their contact

probability must be modified with aging factor c in terms of

time t as

Table 2 Notation table

Notation Value

Ni Node ID i

Hi Community ID of Ni

IVi Information vector of Ni including Fi, Pi, Bi, Ii, Ci

Fi Forwarding value list of Ni with encountered nodes Nj

Pi Contact probability list of Ni with encountered nodes Nj

Bi Buffer weight value list of Ni with encountered nodes Nj

Ii Inter-contact time list of Ni with encountered nodes Nj

Ci Contact count list of Ni with encountered nodes Nj

Ri Subject of Ni with first preference

Ai Table of message preference matrix

Mi Message generated by Ni including Si, PrevIDi, PrevHi,

Datai

PrevIDi Previous relay node ID list in Mi

PrevHi Previous relay node community ID list in Mi

Datai Data in Mi
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Pði; jÞnew ¼ Pði; jÞold � ct; ð2Þ

where t is the time that has elapsed since their last

encounter. In addition, the contact probability must incor-

porate the transitivity property; that is, when Ni meets Nj

after Nj encountered Nk, Ni updates P(i, k) according to P(i,

j) and P(j, k) as

Pði; kÞ ¼ ð1� Pði; jÞÞ � ð1� Pðj; kÞÞ; ð3Þ

Note that Ni does not update P(i, k) if Ni had previously

encountered Nk because P(i, k) was already updated at that

time. We can now use contact probability P(i, j) for for-

warding messages.

5.3 Buffer weight value

Because SPF replaces messages in selfish environments to

save constraint resources, it considers the buffer weight

value to efficiently manage the buffer space for forwarding.

The buffer weight value indicates the ratio of how many

empty spaces each buffer has. As a node’s buffer weight

value increases, the node more efficiently receives and

keeps the ‘‘partially like’’ message. Whenever Ni meets

encountered node Nj to forward, the buffer weight value

B(i) of Ni is calculated as

BðiÞ ¼ Ei

Ti
; ð4Þ

where Ti and Ei are the total number of buffer space and the

total number of empty buffer space, respectively. Equa-

tion (4) captures the ratio of empty space in the total

number of buffer spaces. It is used for integration with

contact probability to calculate the forwarding value.

5.4 Integration of contact probability and buffer

weight value

We now integrate contact probability P(i, j) and buffer

weight value B(i) (if Ni considers Nj, it is B(j)) to determine

forwarding value F(i, j), which is calculated as

Fði; jÞ ¼ Pði; jÞ � BðiÞ; ð5Þ

BðiÞ¼
1; if themessage is like or no information aboutNi
Ei

Ti
; if themessage is patially like

(

In Eq. (5), the contact probability is multiplied by the

buffer weight value because the contact probability and

buffer weight value vary from 0 to 1.0. Additionally, Ni and

Nj calculate both F(i, j) and F(j, i). Consequently, the

forwarding value considers the contact probability and

buffer spaces for forwarding according to the message

preference. When the message is ‘‘like’’ for encountered

node Nj, the forwarding value F(j, i) equals the contact

probability P(j, i). Otherwise, if the message is the ‘‘par-

tially like’’ for Nj, Ni calculates F(j, i) by considering Nj’s

buffer space. Suppose that the destination of Ni is assumed

to be Nd. Whenever Ni meets Nj, Ni calculates F(i, d) and

sends the message to Nj when F(j, d) is greater than F(i, d).

To calculate Ni has to know the ‘‘like’’ and ‘‘partially like’’

messages for Nj. Hence, we describe it as selfishness

detection in Sect. 5.5. Consequently, all nodes coopera-

tively forward the messages, with consideration of the

message preference and buffer space by the forwarding

value.

5.5 Selfishness detection

In order to forward messages to the encountered relay nodes,

SPF must detect the nodes’ selfishness to calculate the relay

nodes’ preference for the forwarding value. In MSNs,

because there may be no stable path between the source and

destination nodes, it is difficult for nodes to obtain

acknowledgement packets, including those for whether a

certain node behaves selfishly. Thus, SPF takes advantage of

snooping for selfishness detection. SPF needs both message

preference and nodes communities. Since each node can

know the communities of nodes, we focus on detecting who

generates and how much the nodes like the messages.

Note that messageMi, which Ni generates, consists of the

previous relay node ID list, PrevIDi, the previous relay node

community ID list, PrevHi, and data, Datai. During the

forwarding process, after node Ni exchanges its information

vectors with encountered node Nj when they meet, they can

know each other’s information, such as their respective

community IDs and subjects with first preference. After Nj

receives message Mi, it can also know which node gener-

ated the message, PrevIDi, and PrevHi by snooping infor-

mation from Mi. In addition, Nj can estimate the previous

nodes’ message preference because the previous nodes do

not forward and receive the message unless they have the

‘‘like’’ or ‘‘partially like’’ message. Each node repeats this

process to gather the others’ information; it can then effi-

ciently forward the other message by considering the

encountered node’s information. Each node keeps the table

of message preference A, including the other nodes’ prior-

ities. Whenever each node meets, it updates the table of

message preference A by estimating, snooping, and gath-

ering the other nodes’ information. Consequently, each

node can know the other nodes’ subjects, community IDs,

and destination IDs for forwarding via snooping. Figure 3

shows an example of selfishness detection.

Let us assume that Ni is the source node, and Nj and Nk

are the relay nodes. Ni must forward message Mi (i.e., Ni’s

subject with its first preference) to the destination. At time

t1, Ni and Nj exchange their information vectors, including

their node IDs, community IDs, and so on for discovery, and
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Ni forwards Mi, including the source node ID, source

community ID, destination node ID, and datai to Nj. Nj

receivesMi, and reviews and learns Ni’s first preference and

community ID. In the same way as for Nj, when Nk

receives Mi at time t2, Nk also reviews and learns Ni’s first

preference and community ID. Nk additionally knows at

least that Nj’s first, second or third preferences, while also

knowing its community ID, because each node receives

and forwards the ‘‘like’’ or ‘‘partially like’’ messages. The

next relay nodes can continuously snoop and know

information about the previous relay node and source

node until delivering the message to the destination. If the

information has been gathered, each node can forward

messages by considering the buffer weight value to effi-

ciently manage buffer spaces. Because each node for-

wards one message, each node can build the table of

message preferences with other nodes. Consequently, each

node initially lacks information about the others’ priori-

ties; nevertheless, it can learn the encountered nodes’

priorities as times passes because many generated mes-

sages go through relay nodes by snooping.

5.6 Buffer replacement policy

The buffer replacement policy is very important for effi-

ciently managing buffer space. Nodes basically behaves

based on the above social preference-based selfishness in

which each node continuously replaces any messages for

the performance. Thus, SPF exploits a proper replacement

policy, the preference-based buffer policy for the

environment.

The proposed preference-based buffer policy works in a

way similar to the queue with the message preference.

However, the preference-based buffer policy replaces the

oldest message among ones with the lowest preference first

rather than using FIFO. For this reason, all nodes can

efficiently protect messages with higher preferences,

including ones with their first preferences. SPF performs

the preference-based buffer policy when each node’s buffer

is full. Figure 4 depicts how the preference-based buffer

policy works.

The preference-based buffer policy is classified into four

cases. When a node’s buffer is full, buffer replacement

occurs. As shown in Fig. 4(a), when the node receives the

message with its first preference, it replaces the message

with the lowest preference (third) message with a new one.

As depicted in Fig. 4(b), when the node receives the

message with its second preference, and it has only mes-

sages with its first or second preference, the node replaces

the old message with the new one. In Fig. 4(c), when it has

only messages with its first preference and receives also a

new one with its first preference, the node replaces the

oldest one with the new one, except for the generated one

in the bottom of its buffer Finally, as shown in Fig. 4(d),

when the node has only messages with its first preference,

as described in Fig. 4(c), the node does not replace them

because the messages with its first preference that the node

keeps is higher than the new message.

Fig. 3 Example of selfishness

detection

Fig. 4 Example of preference-based buffer policy
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5.7 Information vector exchange and forwarding

protocol

We now detail the information vector exchange and for-

warding protocol. Each node Ni maintains the message

information vector IVi =\ IDi, Hi, Fi, Pi, Bi, Ii, Ci, Ri,

Ai[ to update the information vector and forward the

message, where IDi is the ID of Ni, Hi is the community

number of Ni, Fi = {F(i, 1), F(i, 2), …, F(i, m), F(2, i),

F(3, i), … F(m, i)}, Pi = {P(i, 1), P(i, 2), …, P(i, m), P(2,

i), P(3, i), … P(m, i)}, Bi = {B(i), B(2), …, B(m)},

Ii = {I(i, 1), I(i, 2), I(i, 3), … I(i, m)}, and Ci = {C(i, 1),

C(i, 2), C(i, 3), … C(i, m)}. In addition, Ri indicates the

selected subject for the destination of Ni with its first

preference, and Ai represents the table of message prefer-

ences of Ni. F(i, j) is commuted with P(i, j) and B(i). Ni also

simultaneously calculates F(j, i) to reduce extra commu-

nication between them. Moreover, Ni generates message

Mi =\PrevIDi, PrevHi, Datai[ , where PrevIDi, PrevHi,

and Datai are the previous relay nodes’ ID lists, including

the source node ID and previous relay nodes’ community

ID list. These include the source node community ID and

data of Ni to distinguish it from other messages that Ni

generates, respectively.

The SPF forwarding algorithm is outlined in Algorithm

1. Assume that Ni has a message destined for Di. When Ni

encounters Nj, Ni updates the contact probability P(i,

j) with C(i, j) and I(i, j), with each P(i, k) for k = i = j in

Pi using Eq. (3) with Pj. Then, Ni exchanges IVi when Nj

updates the buffer weights of value B(i) and B(j) in Bi, as in

Eq. (4). Additionally, Ni computes F(i, d) and F(j, d) using

Eq. (5). Finally, when Hj equals Hd, and Hi does not equal

Hj, Ni forwards Mi to Nj. Otherwise, when Hi equals Hj and

Hj equals Hd, or when Hi does not equal Hj and Hj does not

equal to Hd, and if F(j, d) is greater than F(i, d), Ni

forwards the message Mi to Nj. Finally, Nj updates PrevIDi,

PrevHi in Mi.

Figure 5 presents an example of SPF forwarding. We

assume that N1 attempts to forward Mi for destination Nd

to other nodes N2, N3, N4, N5, and N6 when they meet

within the communication range after exchanging their

information vectors. Moreover, N1 has information about

other nodes’ message preferences. N3 likes Mi, whereas

N1, N2, N4, and N5 partially like it, and N6 dislikes it.

Note that Fig. 5 indicates ‘‘like,’’ ‘‘partially like,’’ and

‘‘dislike’’ as L, P, and D, respectively. N1 forwards Mi to

N2 because both nodes’ community IDs are different

from that of Nd and the forwarding value F(1, d), 0.25, of

N1 is higher than the one, F(2, d), 0.49, of N2. N1 also

forwards to N3 because B(3), 0.3 is lower than B(1), 0.5.

However, N3 likes Mi; therefore, F(3, d) equals P(3, d)

(i.e., B(3) is 1). Finally, F(3, d), 0.5 is higher than F(1,

d), 0.25. N1 does not forward Mi to N4 because P(4, d),

0.9 is lower than P(1, d), 0.5; however, F(4, d), 0.09 is

lower than F(1, d), 0.25 because of B(4), 0.1. Even

though F(5, d), 0.16 is lower than F(1, d), 0.25, N1

forwards Mi to N5 because N5
0s community ID is the

same as that of Nd. On the other hand, F(6, d), 0.81 is

higher than F(1, d), 0.25, and N6
0s community ID is the

same as that of Nd. However, N1 does not forward to N6

because N6 dislikes Mi.

6 Performance evaluations

6.1 Simulation setup

We employed the network simulator NS-2 v2.35 [56] for

our simulations. We ran each scheme 20 times to deter-

mine the average results. The movement of a node fol-

lowed HCMM [55], which is a frequently employed

moving pattern in MSN simulations. The network area was
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set to 450 9 450 m; the community size was

150 9 150 m. The number of grids was nine. The number

of communities was four among the grids, and each com-

munity had ten or more nodes. Each node had 5 * 40

buffer spaces with five spaces. The number of nodes was

set to 40, 50, 60, and 70. The communication range varied

from 10 to 50 m. The TTL was set to four using the hop

count. The velocity of a node ranged from 1 to 9 m/sec,

which is appropriate for either people or vehicles. After a

source node transmitted its message to other nodes, it did

not delete the message. The total simulation time was

9000 seconds because Epidemic, PRoPHET, and SimBet

in MSNs, these are very suitable for a simulation com-

parison. For these schemes, each node can be aware of

which messages is the ‘‘like’’, ‘‘partially like’’, or ‘‘dislike’’

ones when each node meets the encountered node. In our

simulator, each node generated and issued messages to a

random destination with exponential distribution up to a

third of the total simulation time. Table 3 summarizes the

parameters used in our simulation. All the simulation

environments followed as in [26].

We evaluated the proposed scheme with the following

performance metrics:

1. Delivery ratio: The ratio of the number of delivered

messages to the total number of messages issued.

2. Network traffic: The total number of messages sent and

received.

3. Transmission delay: The time needed for a message to

travel from the source to destination node.

4. Hop count: The average number of hops required for a

message to travel from the source to destination.

5. Replacement frequency: The number of replaced

messages according to each of buffer replacement

policy when the buffer is full.

6.2 Simulation results

6.2.1 Effect of the buffer size

We examined the performance of the schemes as the buffer

size number increased. The number of nodes and the

communication range were set to 40 and 10 m, respec-

tively. The buffer size varied from 5 to 40 with 5 spaces.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), as the buffer size increased, the

delivery ratio of these schemes reached close to 1.0.

However, it was difficult to achieve a 1.0 delivery ratio

within the 9000-sec simulation time because nodes self-

ishly behave. In particular, SPF initially had a higher

delivery ratio than other schemes because SPF kept both

the ‘‘like’’ and ‘‘partially like’’ messages based on the

forwarding value using the contact probability and buffer

weight value. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 6(b), as the

buffer size increased, the network traffic of SPF was lower

than other schemes because SPF properly selected the relay

nodes to forward messages by the forwarding value. From

the 15 buffer spaces, all sets of network traffic remained

stable because the delivery ratio was continuously steady.

Fig. 5 Example of SPF

forwarding

Table 3 Parameters for the simulation

Parameter Value (default)

Network area 450 9 450 m2

Community size 150 9 150 m2

Number of grids 9

Number of communities 4

Buffer size 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, (20)

Number of nodes 40, 50, 60, 70, (40)

Communication range 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, (10) m

TTL (limited hop count) 4

Velocity of nodes 1–9 m/sec

Simulation time 9000 s
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On the other hand, SPF showed a longer transmission delay

than other schemes because SPF did not forward messages

to any nodes for a while; it required more time to find the

proper nodes, as shown in Fig. 6(c). As illustrated in

Fig. 6(d), because SPF identified proper relay nodes to

forward the messages, they could be delivered in fewer

hops. However, other schemes could quickly deliver mes-

sages to the destination; however, the hop count was high

Fig. 6 Effect of buffer size (a) Delivery ratio (b) Network traffic (c) Transmission delay (d) Hop count (e) Replacement frequency
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because other schemes did not other nodes’ message

preferences and then had a high hop to find the destination.

Finally, SPF had a lower message loss than other schemes,

as shown in Fig. 6(e). When the buffer size increased, the

replacement frequency of schemes decreased. When the

buffer size was ten, the replacement frequency of Epidemic

was the highest because other schemes unconditionally

forwarded messages; moreover, the buffers of each of the

40 nodes were unable to retain generated messages in their

limited buffer sizes. The replacement frequency of other

schemes except Epidemic were higher since they did not

consider other nodes’ buffer space. The replacement fre-

quency of SPF decreased and reached 0 from the 25 buffer

spaces because the nodes efficiently selected relay nodes to

Fig. 7 Effect of the number of nodes (a) Delivery ratio (b) Network traffic (c) Transmission delay (d) Hop count (e) Replacement frequency
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forward the messages by the forwarding values and pref-

erence-based buffer policy. Consequently, SPF could be

implemented in the environment with a lower buffer size.

6.2.2 Effect of the number of nodes

We evaluated the performance of the schemes as the number

of nodes increased. The buffer size and communication

range were set to 20 and 10 m, respectively. Because the

number of nodeswas 8 in each subject for 40 nodes, it was 10,

12, and14 for 50, 60, and 70 nodes. In Fig. 7(a), the delivery

ratio of the schemes was maintained at more than 0.9;

however, the delivery ratio of other schemes were lower than

SPF because they less consider the ‘‘partially like’’ mes-

sages. Moreover, each node continuously replaced many

generated messages in the buffer space before delivering

Fig. 8 Effect of the communication range (a) Delivery ratio (b) Network traffic (c) Transmission delay (d) Hop count (e) Replacement frequency
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them to the destination. On the other hand, SPFmaintained a

higher delivery ratio using both the ‘‘like’’ and ‘‘partially

like’’ messages. As shown in Fig. 7(b), as expected, the

schemes traffic amounts increased as the number of nodes

increased. Other schemes had higher network traffic.

Because they had difficulty finding the destination and was a

waste of network traffic. On the other hand, SPF maintained

minimal amounts of traffic because it retained both the

‘‘like’’ and ‘‘partially like’’ messages based on the forward-

ing value according to the message preference even though

the number of nodes increased. Figure 7(c) shows the

transmission delay. The delays of the schemes remained

steady as the number of nodes increased. However, the

delays of other schemes were lower than SPF because many

replacements occurred and it required more time to find the

destination. In SPF, because each node cooperatively for-

warded the messages until delivering them to the destination

node, the delay decreased slightly. In Fig. 7(d), the hop

counts of other schemes increased up to 50 nodes because

there were numerous nodes to which to forward messages.

On the other hand, SPF maintained a stable hop count

because it maintained a more than 0.9 delivery ratio. As

depicted in Fig. 7(e), other schemes replaced many mes-

sages as the number of nodes increased because other

schemes retained only the ‘‘like’’ messages; lots of replace-

ments occurred relatively, which degraded the performance.

On the other hand, SPF replaced a small number of messages

and maintained a higher performance because it forwarded

the messages to nodes that were likely to forward them to the

destination based on the forwarding values.

6.2.3 Effect of the communication range

Finally, we compared the effect of the communication

range of the nodes for each scheme. The number of nodes

and the buffer size were set to 40 and 20, respectively.

Basically, all schemes maintained stable performance with

40 nodes. As shown in Fig. 8(a), as the communication

range increased, the delivery ratio of all schemes was

maintained at 0.9. SPF retained more ‘‘partially like’’

messages than ‘‘like’’ ones even though the communication

range increased. As depicted in Fig. 8(b), as the commu-

nication range increased, the scheme network traffic like-

wise increased. However, SPF had lower traffic than other

schemes because of the former’s proper selection of relay

nodes to which to forward messages based on the for-

warding values. Such a result confirms that SPF can be well

implemented in a sparse network. As shown in Fig. 8(c),

most schemes incurred shorter delays as the communica-

tion range increased when each node forwarded messages

to more nodes with a wider communication range. Other

schemes showed the smallest delays because they spread

messages to not only inappropriate nodes but also appro-

priate ones. However, because the number of nodes

increased, each node could properly select relay nodes to

which to forward messages; the gap between other schemes

and SPF decreased as the communication range increased.

The hop counts of other schemes were higher than that of

SPF because other schemes did not consider other nodes’

message preferences and then had a high hop to find the

destination. as the communication range increased, as

shown in Fig. 8(d). Interestingly, because the number of

nodes did not increase, the hop counts of all schemes did

not noticeably increase or decrease. As shown in Fig. 8(e),

the number of nodes replaced many messages in other

schemes because there were many nodes to which to for-

ward messages as the communication range increased. On

the other hand, SPF had a low message loss because of its

cooperative forwarding of messages to proper relay nodes.

7 Conclusion

In MSNs, most schemes assume that nodes simply forward

messages. Some of these schemes have been introduced for

selfishness; however, minimal research exists about

selfishness for contact nodes, and no studies have consid-

ered selfishness for message preference for MSNs. We

therefore proposed social preference-based selfishness in

which nodes decide to drop or keep (forward) and replace

messages to save their buffer space according to the mes-

sage preference and the nodes’ communities. We addi-

tionally proposed a novel cooperative forwarding scheme

for social preference-based selfishness in MSNs, SPF. SPF

incorporates the proposed message forwarding scheme that

considers contact probability and buffer replacement policy

for the message preference. As a result, SPF outperformed

Epidemic, PRoPHET, and SimBet in terms of delivery

ratio, network traffic, hop count, and replacement fre-

quency because SPF properly selected relay nodes by

considering how frequently the nodes met and how much

buffer space the nodes had, while maintaining reasonable

transmission delay. In future work, we plan to study trust

management in this MSN environments.
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